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Introduction
In this note, we give a useful characterization
of frame epimorphisms.
Roughly,
f: F+ G is epic if and only if every element of G is accessible from F via iterated
complementation
in an appropriate
extension of F. This is very much like the known
characterizations
of epimorphisms
in distributive
lattices and K-frames (see [6, Section .5]), and is sufficient to answer to some questions about frame epimorphisms
which have been raised by Banaschewski.
Among other things, our characterization
shows that a boolean frame has no epic extensions.
Epimorphism
is understood
in the category-theoretic
sense: right-cancellable
morphism. It is well known that epimorphisms
in algebraic categories may fail to be surjective. For example, the containment
of the integers in the rationals
is epic in
commutative
rings. The epimorphisms
in the category of frames have seemed particularly elusive owing to the fact that there are countable
frames with epic extensions of arbitrarily
large cardinality
(see [3, p. 571). (This is a phenomenon
which
is never observed in finitary algebraic categories since these are ‘co-well-powered’,
see the exercises on p. 93 of [l], and also [2], where a different proof is given.)

Results
If F is a frame,
0022-4049/91/$03.50

let N(F) denote the frame of congruences
0
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N(F) may be obtained by freely adjoining to F a complement
for each element of
F (see [4]). In other words, there is a frame morphism cr:F+N(F)
which is
universal
among the frame morphisms
with domain F which have-in
their codomain-a
complement
for each element in the image of F. Note that not every element of N(F) need be complemented.
Recall from [3, p. 561 that, for each ordinal
cr, one has N,(F) defined by:

N,(F) = F,
N,, IV’) = N(N,(F)),
NA(F) = lim N,(F)
a2n

(A a limit ordinal).

In addition,
one has c,“: F--P N,(F), also defined by induction.
N, is a functor and
c,” is one-to-one
(ibid.). This is all the notation needed to understand
the statement
of our theorem (see below), but some additional
machinery will be needed for the
proof.
Let K be a regular cardinal. For a K-frame K, let d:: K+B(K)
be the result-in
the category of K-frames-of
freely complementing
the elements of K. Thus B(K)
is the K-frame analogue
of N(F). Define the K-frame morphism
d:: K-t B,(K)
analogously
to 4: F+ N,(F). Note that df : K+ B,(K) is injective for all (Y, B,(K)
is a K-complete boolean algebra and B, is the epireflection
functor from K-frames
to K-complete boolean algebras. (All these facts are discussed in [6, Section 51.)
In the following, we shall be making frequent use of the forgetful functor from
frames to K-frames without explicit mention. Any frame is a K-frame and any frame
morphism
is a K-frame morphism.
1. Let F be a frame. For each cz there is a K-frame morphism er : B,(F) +
N,(F) such that c: = era d,“.

Lemma

Proof.

d,F.

This is easy to verify by induction

using the universal

mapping

property

of

q

Lemma 2. Let rp: F+ G be a frame epimorphism.

Then for sufficiently

large

K, cp

is epic in the category of K-frames.
Proof. SUppOSe
C+LJ
is not epic in any category of K-frames.
Fix K>~I’I.
Let
G --t T be K-frame morphisms
such that f # g but f 0 q~= g 0 9. We may assume
that T is generated as a K-frame by the union of the images off and g, and thus
that ) T/ <K. Although
T is assumed only to be a K-frame, since K is larger than the
cardinality
of T, T is actually a frame (i.e., it has all suprema). Similarly, f and g
are actually frame morphisms
(i.e., they respect all suprema).
Thus, these maps
show that 9 is not epic in frames.
0
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Let 9 : F-t G be a frame morphism. Then v, is an epimorphism if and only
if there is an ordinal a such that Im(cf) c Im(N,(y?)) (i.e., c:(G) c N,(v)(N,(F))).
Theorem.

Proof.

(-)

By Lemma

2, take K such that ~1: F-+ G is a K-frame

epimorphism.

Then B,(p) : B,(F) -+ B,(G) is an epimorphism
of K-complete
boolean algebras
because B,, as left adjoint functor, preserves epis. LaGrange
has shown that an
epimorphism
of K-complete boolean algebras is surjective
[5]. From Lemma 1,
e~oB,(yl)od~=
N,(~)oe~od~and
so, since d:is epic, eFoB,(q) =N,(p)oeL.
Thus
Im(cz) c Im(ez> c Im(N,(p))
(using the surjectivity
of B,(p) for the second containment).
(=) Suppose that Im(c:)C
Im(N,(p)),
and thatfoy,=gop
for some frame morphismsf, g : G -+ H. Since N,(f) and N,(g) agree on Im(N,(v)),
cfof=
N,(f) 0 c,” =
N,(g) 0 cf = ccog. Since cf is one-to-one,
f =g.
0
Corollary.

A frame has no proper epic extension if and only if it is boolean.

0

Remarks
At the Curacao conference,
Banaschewski
asked if the morphisms ci: F+ N,(F)
are in any sense ‘generic’ epimorphisms
in the category of frames. While the question was not precise (and was not intended to be so), we believe that our theorem
provides the information
which was being sought. Banaschewski
also asked whether
a boolean frame could have any epic extensions.
We have a question:
Is the morphism ei in Lemma 1 one-to-one?
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